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CCL SECURITY PRODUCTS ® INTRODUCES
THE SESAMEE® 450 WEATHER COVERED LAMINATED SERIES
There are 7 colors in the 450 Series which will assist to improve security identification efforts.
March 11, 2015, Wheeling, Illinois—To help customers with security identification efforts for different
work site locations, departments and employee identification, CCL Security Products® has introduced
seven colors for its durable 450 Sesamee® Series Weather Covered Laminated padlock. The 450 line
includes the following colors in the product roster: Black, Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Orange and Silver.
“They are a great choice for customers that want to use color for identification and at a lower price,”
said Jerry Burhans, CCL Security Products® Sales and Marketing Manager. “Color is universally
understood and serves as a great alternative to using engraving or labeling where different
language situations may be present.”
This padlock series includes a unique sliding bottom plate to protect the keyway, alloy shackle with
PVC cover, 4 pins in the M1 keyway, dual ball locking mechanism, and an anti-bumping, anti-picking,
anti-drilling cylinder. The 450 Series padlock’s weather covering is designed to protect the lock from
the elements such as water, ice, dirt and grime, so it can be used in manufacturing environments,
storefront and business gates, and even on truck doors. The Sesamee® 450 Weather Covered
Laminated Series is available carded or in box pack. They are sold in a Shelf Pack of 6 or Master
Carton of 36.
More information can be found at www.cclsecurity.com, including High Resolution Photos.
Please contact us at info@cclsecurity.com for a sales representative to contact you.
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About Sesamee® (CCL Security a Division of The Eastern Company)
The Eastern Company is engaged in the manufacture and sale of industrial hardware, security products and metal products from four United States operations and six wholly owned foreign
subsidiaries. The Company maintains nine physical locations. The Company operates in three business segments: Industrial Hardware, Metal Products, and Security Products and is publicly
traded on NASDAQ: EML
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